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In today’s collaborative work cultures, the table assumes new importance as 

a focal point for interaction across the office landscape—a meeting room, an 

open workspace, reception area or communal café. Inter|Section offers a series of 

elegant, finely crafted tables that discreetly incorporate essential technology 

support.  Form and function intersect. Tables are available in a choice of 

constructions, sizes, heights, materials and finishes that may be specified to 

suit purpose and place. Inter|Section adapts to project criteria with a scalable 

solution that fulfills a broad range of planning and aesthetic needs.   

TA B L E S  F O R  C O L L A B O R AT I O N
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CONNECT AND COMMUNICATE

With an aesthetic that’s minimal and
modern, this classic top-over-end-panel 
table invites colleagues to exchange ideas 
throughout the workday, gathering on a 
formal or on an informal basis while sharing 
coffee with a colleague or finding a 
moment to take a seat, plug in and check 
emails. Inter|Section also adds technology 
connection by managing power / data 
from floor to table top in a discreet, yet 
accessible manner.
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INDIVIDUAL + TEAM

Addressing personal, team and organiza-
tional needs, Inter|Section is available in a 
range of lengths that can accommodate 
two people or a dozen or more who meet 
for work sessions or conversation. This 
table has a multi-ply core and beautifully 
crafted mitered corners. Choose heights, 
depths and lengths to suit your criteria.
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PLAN FOR FLEXIBILITY

Designed to support a lively exchange 
of ideas at any point across the office, 
Inter|Section allows for almost endless 
applications, serving scheduled meetings, 
personal tasks and social activities 
alike.  The fully mitered design displays 
an exceptional attention to craft and 
detail, yielding an elegant architectural 
aesthetic.  Plug in technology  is fully 
integrated into the apron or tabletop with 
multiple options for wire management.
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COMPLEMENT OR CONTRAST

Designed to work with any interior 
design concept, this striking table offers 
a clean, crisp mitered base supporting 
a complementary or contrasting top 
available in a  range of materials and 
finishes.  Choose  butcher block,  or 
multiple choices for a solid surface top 
in colors appropriate to the interior 
architecture.  Elegant materials and 
technology combine to provide a new 
level of collaborative furniture.
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MIX + MATCH

Addressing the context of modern 
work cultures, Inter|Section makes use 
of a mix of constructions, materials 
and base styles that include an angled 
metal leg with a satin metal or powder 
coated finish in multiple colors, as well 
as a choice of veneer, laminate, butcher 
block or solid wood plank tops.  Light 
and dynamic in look and feel, the angled 
base option is ideal for informal office, 
hospitality or institutional settings. 
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ANYONE + ANYWHERE

Designed for any user, activity or 
setting—including corporate, hospitality, 
retail and public environments—
Inter|Section offers the option of a 
90-degree metal leg paired with an array 
of wood veneer, wood plank, butcher 
block and laminate tops.  The four-leg 
base option is a model of simplicity, 
providing a functional, appealing and 
highly versatile design for modern spaces.        
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RECYCLE/TRASH CREDENZA

The Inter|Section series includes a 
complementary cabinet designed to 
address the need for an elegant yet 
functional solution for waste disposal in 
the work setting.  Two and three-section 
units for trash, compost and recycling 
are available in either wood veneer or 
laminate cases with easy-to-clean solid 
surface tops in colors to complement the 
Inter|Section tables.  The cabinet may 
be used as a freestanding unit or as an 
extension of an Inter|Section table.    
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A  classic top-over end panel design available 
in three materials: Plastic Laminate (PLM), 
Dfm Standard Veneer (standard layup, VST) 
and Standard Veneer (random layup, VRD) 
with 2” thick top / end panels.

A 2” Multi-ply core with mitered corners and 
a range of complimentary or contrasting finish 
materials: Plastic Laminate (PLM), Dfm 
Standard Veneer (standard layup, VST) and 
Random Layup Veneer (VRD).
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 SS
An elegant fully mitered design with 2” panels 
allows a classic look with Dfm Standard Ve-
neers (VST / VRD) as well as a seamless Solid 
Surface Dfm, Standard, (SS) options. Two 
piece tops may be “seam welded” in the field.

A fully mitered 2” shell supports a separate 
top surface which may complement or con-
trast with the painted shell. Options include 
Butcher Block (PTBB) or two types of Solid 
Surface (PTSS 1/2” or PTSS 3/4”)
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A well crafted angled metal base couples with 
a wide range of top options to complement 
a casual aesthetic. Plastic Laminate (PLM), 
Veneer (VST-VRD) and Solid Wood random 
(SRD), or butcher block, (SBB). Base in Satin 
Metal or Powder Coat Finishes

Functional simplicity with a classic four 
legged metal base supporting an array of top 
options including Plastic Laminate (PLM), 
Veneer (VST-VRD) and Solid Wood (random, 
SRD or Butcher Block, SBB).  Base in Satin, 
Metal or powder coat finishes.
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RANGE OF LENGTHS

60”

72”

84”

96”

120”

144”

168”

192”

42”____

36”____

29”____

RANGE OF HEIGHTS

  24” d

  30” d

  36” d

  42” d

RANGE OF DEPTHS
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Inter|Section tables provide completely 
scalable solutions, heights, depths and 
lengths, for the broadest range of project 
criteria. The longer tables are engineered 
for structural stability as well as KD delivery 
/ installation. Choose dimensions which fit 
your planning requirement.
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Discreet Power/Data options 
include recessed apron outlet boxes.  
Removable flush access in end panel.

An elegant tabletop power option with 
matching door (UTI door). Applied 
cable raceway for greater capacity.

Tabletop access with a matching 
double door (TT door )provides easy 
access and additional power/data plug in.

Tabletop with matching door: 
(4) Std. outlets, (2) USB charging ports.  
Data plate optional.

Tabletop: matching double door w/
(4) Std. outlets, and (2) USB charging 
ports. Data plate optional.

P-8, Smoke P-9, Steel P-10, Gunmetal

P-13, Basalt P-14, Umbra P-15, Aluminum

Convenient recessed apron 
outlets: (2) standard and 
(2) USB. Data plate available.
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P-1,  Bianco P-2, Midnight P-3, Brite P-4, Nouveau P-5, Surf

P-6, Mission P-7, Stone P-8, Smoke P-9, Steel P-10, Gunmetal

P-11, Storm P-12, Quartz P-13, Basalt P-14, Umbra P-15, Aluminum

STANDARD VENEER / 
SOLID WOOD PATTERNS

BB -  Butcher Block with 
1-1/2”+/-  width staves

VST - Standard Veneers
PS-PlainSliced | R-Recut

VRD- Veneer, Random
SRD- Solid Wood, Random  

STANDARD PAINT / POWDER COAT COLORS:  Colors as shown are representative and 
will vary slightly from actual samples. Please request samples from your Dfm representative.
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